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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name：Wholesale China 3d Marble Tile Beige Stone Uneven Mosaic Backsplash

Short Description: 3-dimensional mosaic tile is welcomed

by many people due to its dimensional structures. This

wholesale 3d marble tile stone mosaic tile is made of

natural beige marble and gives an uneven visual look and

is an ideal mosaic material for wall decoration.

Model No.: WPM093

Pattern: 3 Dimensional

Color: Beige

Finish: Honed

Material Name: Natural Marble

Product Detail:

Product Description

We have a wide range of natural stone mosaic tiles for all tastes and budgets. Our stone

mosaic collections include marble materials from many countries in the world, such as

Carrara White from Italy, Thessos White from Greece, and Crema Marfil from Spain. This

productWholesale China 3d Marble Tile Beige Stone Uneven Mosaic Backsplash is a

3-dimensional square and brick marble mosaic combined tile with Sunny Golden marble

material from Egypt which makes uneven effectiveness of the tile surface. Our marble mosaic
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products will give your home or office an aesthetic, durable, and pleasing finish, and we hope

we could help provide satisfying mosaic products to achieve your dream decoration.

Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: Wholesale China 3d Marble Tile Beige Stone Uneven Mosaic Backsplash

Model No.: WPM093

Pattern: 3 Dimensional

Color: Beige

Finish: Honed

Material name: Natural Marble

Tile size: 300x300x10mm

Product Series

Model No.: WPM093

Surface: Honed

Material: Sunny Golden Marble

Model No.: WPM235

Surface: Tumbled

Material: Royal Yellow Marble

Product Application

At Wanpo, renovation and development is a continuous process to enable our customer’s

position on a competitive edge in the mosaic & tile market. We are constantly adding novelty

to our product collections to meet the market’s demands. This uneven 3D square beige stone

mosaic tile has followed the inspiration of the split stone veneers which have an uneven look

to decorate outside walls and landscaping. It is an ideal product for the interior wall

decorative mosaic of the living room, bathroom, or other room areas as a stone mosaic

backsplash.



If you like this style, please share it with your client or designer, or even share it with your friends on

social media.

FAQ

Q: Where do marble mosaic tiles need sealing

A: Bathroom and shower, kitchen, living room, and other areas where applied marble mosaic

tiles all need sealing, in order to prevent staining, and water, and even protect the tiles.

Q: How long does it take for marble mosaic tiling to dry after installation?

A: It takes about 4-5 hours to dry, and 24 hours after sealing the surface in a ventilation

condition.

Q: How can I pay for the products?

A: T/T transfer is available, and Paypal is better for a small amount.

Q: Do you have agents in our country?

A: Sorry, we don't have any agents in your country. We will let you know if we have a current

customer in your country, and you can work with them if possible.


